ABSTRACT
Most content providers are interested in providing good video delivery QoE for all users, not just on average. State-of-the-art ABR algorithms like BOLA and MPC rely on parameters that are sensitive to network conditions, so may perform poorly for some users and/or videos. In this paper, we propose a technique called Oboe to auto-tune these parameters to different network conditions. Oboe pre-computes, for a given ABR algorithm, the best possible parameters for different network conditions, then dynamically adapts the parameters at run-time for the current network conditions. Using testbed experiments, we show that Oboe significantly improves BOLA, MPC, and a commercially deployed ABR. Oboe also betters a recently proposed reinforcement learning based ABR, Pensieve, by 24% on average on a composite QoE metric, in part because it is able to better specialize ABR behavior across different network states.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Internet video forms a major fraction of Internet traffic today [13], and delivering high quality of experience (QoE) is critical since it correlates with user engagement and revenue [6, 23, 31]. To deliver high quality video across diverse network conditions, most Internet video delivery uses adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms [32, 48, 59], combined with HTTP chunk-based streaming protocols (e.g., Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming, Adobe’s HTTP Dynamic Streaming). ABR algorithms (a) chop a video into chunks, each of which is encoded at a range of bitrates (or qualities); and (b) choose which bitrate level to fetch a chunk at based on conditions such as the amount of video the client has buffered and the recent throughput achieved by the client. Within this general framework, ABR algorithms differ in how bitrate level selection decisions are made, and these decisions impact metrics such as the average bitrate or the rebuffering ratio. We call these QoE metrics, because they have been shown to correlate well with QoE [23], but other perceptual video quality metrics [2] may also influence QoE.

ABR algorithm design remains an active research area because content providers continue to be interested in improving the performance of video delivery. Current ABR algorithms perform well on average, but some users can experience poor delivery performance as measured by the QoE metrics. These users suffer because ABR algorithms have limited dynamic range: they do not perform uniformly well across the range of network conditions seen in practice because their parameters are sensitive to throughput variability (§2).

Contributions. In this paper, we present the design of Oboe1 (§3), a system that takes the first step towards overcoming these hurdles. Oboe improves the dynamic range of ABR algorithms by automatically tuning ABR behavior to

1 In orchestras all instruments tune to the Oboe.
the current network state of a client connection, specifically to throughput and throughput variability.

Oboe’s design is based on the observation made by prior work [17, 35, 38, 52, 60] that TCP connections are well-modeled as traversing a piecewise-stationary sequence of network states (§3.1): the connection consists of multiple non-overlapping segments where each segment is in a distinct stationary network state. For each possible network state, Oboe pre-computes, offline, the best parameter configuration for a given ABR algorithm (§3.2). It does this by subjecting the algorithm, for each state, to different parameter values, and picking the one that results in the best performance. Then, during video playback, Oboe continuously uses a change-point detection algorithm to detect changes in network state and selects the parameter identified by the offline analysis as best for the current state. Thus, if a video session encounters varying network state during its lifetime, Oboe automatically specializes the ABR parameter to each state (§3.3).

We have implemented Oboe and demonstrated several aspects of its performance through testbed experiments and trace driven simulations. First, Oboe significantly improves performance of QoE metrics for three qualitatively different ABR algorithms, one that makes bitrate switching decisions on buffer occupancy alone (BOLA) [48], another that uses both throughput and buffer occupancy (HYB, a widely deployed algorithm), and a third that also optimizes decisions across a finite lookahead horizon (RobustMPC) [59]. In each of these cases, Oboe results in significant improvement. For instance, Oboe reduces sessions with rebuffering from 33.3% to 5.3% relative to RobustMPC while also significantly improving a composite QoE metric.

Oboe, when applied to RobustMPC, also performs significantly better than a newly proposed approach called Pensieve that learns, from real traces (using reinforcement learning), how to adapt to a variety of network conditions. For nearly 80% of the sessions in our dataset, Oboe improves the same composite metric, with benefits exceeding 20% for 25% of the traces. Compared to Oboe, which can specialize parameters to individual network states, Pensieve is unable to specialize across the entire range of network throughputs. We have tried training specialized Pensieve models for different ranges of network throughputs and dynamically switching models based on estimated session throughput. This helps, but a significant gap between the two approaches still remains (§4.4).

While a variety of viable pathways exist to deploying Oboe, we focus on an architecture where Oboe and the entire ABR logic are deployed on the cloud which enables rapid evolution and fine-grain customizability. We show the viability of this architecture with results from a pilot deployment.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The Internet video delivery ecosystem consists of hundreds of content publishers and hundreds of client side applications that stream video content to diverse user devices. Publishers, content delivery networks, and users all seek to improve user quality of experience (QoE). There are many factors that affect QoE including start up latency, the average bitrate for a video session, as well as the rebuffering ratio (the percentage of time playback is stalled because of drained buffer) [23]. Video players improve QoE using adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms which select bitrates for each chunk while (1) ensuring the bitrate seen by the user is as high as possible and (2) avoiding rebuffering events at the client. Some ABR algorithms may also try to minimize the number of bitrate switches to make the playback smooth.

Content publishers serve different types of content including VoD (Video on Demand) or Live broadcasts. They may also serve streams of different qualities ranging from HD (high definition) to SD (standard definition). These differences impact how they serve videos. For example, publishers who serve VoD content can use player buffers as large as 4 minutes [32], whereas publishers serving live content may have a time-to-live requirement between 15-45 seconds. Similarly, based on the quality of streams they serve, publishers may use different bitrate levels or chunk sizes. Further, publishers may have different QoE objectives. For example, some may strictly prefer to minimize rebuffering and others may relax their tolerance for rebuffering to prioritize higher bitrates. We use the term publisher specifications to denote their choice of bitrate levels, chunk sizes, content type, and rebuffering tolerance.

2.1 Background on ABR Algorithms

ABR algorithms fall in two broad categories: (i) those that use both prediction of network throughput and buffer occupancy [34, 51, 59]; and (ii) those that are primarily based on buffer occupancy [32, 48]. Within the above two categories, ABR algorithms can be designed using approaches ranging from heuristics to stochastic optimization. In §4, we discuss a recently proposed ABR algorithm based on a qualitatively different approach, reinforcement learning [39].

MPC: Throughput prediction and buffer occupancy with look-ahead. Selects bitrate by solving an optimization problem. MPC [59] predicts throughput of future chunk downloads based on throughput samples of recently downloaded chunks, then uses this predicted throughput to select bitrates to optimize a given QoE function (§4) over a look-ahead window of 5 future chunks. The aggressive version of the algorithm (FastMPC) directly uses a throughput estimate obtained using a harmonic mean predictor. To compensate for

2 For live content, the time between the event and its broadcast to users. This bounds the maximum buffer that a player streaming a live event can build.
throughput prediction errors, a more conservative version, RobustMPC, reduces predicted throughput by a discount factor $1 + d$, where $d$ is the maximum error in throughput predictions experienced in the last five chunk downloads.

**BOLA: Buffer occupancy, selects bitrate by solving an optimization problem.** BOLA is a buffer-based algorithm used in Dash.js [7], so it does not employ throughput prediction in making bitrate decisions [48]. It also models bitrate selection as an optimization problem which it solves for a given value of the buffer. It uses a parameter $\gamma$ which is a ratio of (i) a minimum buffer threshold, below which it downloads the lowest bitrate and (ii) a target buffer threshold which it tries to maintain. Conceptually $\gamma$ controls how strongly the ABR should avoid rebuffering [48]. Higher values of $\gamma$ make the algorithm conservative.

**HYB: Throughput prediction without lookahead. Selects bitrate using a simple heuristic.** An algorithm widely used in production (§5), HYB considers both the predicted throughput and current buffer occupancy (HYB is short for hybrid). For each chunk, HYB picks the highest bitrate that can avoid rebuffering. Specifically, if $S_j(i)$ denotes the size of chunk $j$ encoded at bitrate $i$, $B$ is the predicted throughput based on past samples, and $L$ the length of the buffer, HYB picks the largest bitrate $i$ such that $\frac{S_j(i)}{L} < B \times \beta$. Here, $\beta$ can have values between 0 and 1 (higher values represent aggressive ABR behavior). $\beta$ can be tuned to offset prediction errors in throughput and to compensate for the greedy nature of the approach which may make it susceptible to future buffering events owing to unexpected throughput dips.

### 2.2 Ensuring High QoE for All Users

Despite widespread deployment, ABR algorithms continue to be an active area of research [32, 34, 39, 48, 51, 59]. This is because, while deployed ABR algorithms work well on average, they do not work uniformly well across all network conditions. A key reason for this is that ABR algorithms have parameters (which we henceforth refer to as configurations) that must be set in a manner sensitive to network conditions. ABR algorithms need to run on many different networks, ranging from cellular and WiFi networks at one end, to high-speed broadband connections at the other. Given this diversity, network conditions can vary significantly. Packet loss conditions can vary by an order of magnitude or more across the globe [25]. Network throughputs can also vary widely: for 90% of traces in a large dataset, the trace’s maximum throughput is more than twice its average throughput. Yet, unfortunately, most ABR algorithms today either employ fixed configurations or simple heuristics to adapt these configurations (§2.1).

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show how the choice of ABR configuration depends on network conditions. Figure 1(a) shows the bitrate and rebuffering ratio for two client sessions with the HYB algorithm for three different values of its $\beta$ parameter, Cons (Conservative), Mod (Moderate), and Aggr (Aggressive). The throughput behavior of the two sessions is shown in Figure 1(c). If a publisher prefers to eliminate rebuffering, Mod is suitable for session A, but Cons is better for session B. Figure 1(b) shows that BOLA behaves similarly, with Mod being the preferred setting for session A and Cons for session B, to avoid rebuffering.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the difficulty in setting the discount factor with MPC, by comparing the performance of FastMPC (no discount factor), and RobustMPC (discount factor set by local heuristic) for two throughput traces with different characteristics. In each figure, the top subgraphs show the available throughput (green curve) and the throughput estimate of FastMPC (red) and RobustMPC (blue). For
the left graph, although the throughput is generally good, the sudden variations force RobustMPC to make overly conservative bitrate decisions, as well as incur more bitrate switches. (bottom subgraph). In contrast, in Figure 2(b), the quicker and more frequent throughput changes (top subgraph) result in FastMPC experiencing rebuffering (middle subgraph), while RobustMPC does not. This is just one example illustrating the difficulty in picking parameters – in our evaluations (§4), we found that RobustMPC was itself too aggressive when selecting discount factors for some traces.

While this section uses synthetic traces for illustrative purposes, our evaluations with real traces (§4) more extensively demonstrate the limitations of current approaches with respect to selecting parameters and the benefits of automatically tuning ABR parameters to network conditions.

3 OBOE DESIGN
Oboe aims to ensure good QoE for all users by enabling ABR algorithms to perform better across a wide range of network conditions. The configurations of many ABR algorithms are sensitive to network state, specifically to the value and variability of the available throughput between the client and the video server. For example, \( \beta \) in HYB should be smaller when available throughput is highly variable, while \( \gamma \) in BOLA should be higher. This explains why the algorithms perform differently for different values of parameters on a given client trace (§2.2). However, a line of prior work [17, 35, 38, 52, 60] has observed that network connections are piecewise stationary: that is, connections can be in one of several distinct states (§3.1), where each state is distinguished by stationarity in the statistical sense (informally, a process is stationary if its statistical properties including mean and variance do not change over time - see [43] for a more formal definition).

Oboe leverages the piecewise stationarity of network connections to address the key challenge of sensitivity of configurations to network conditions. It does so using a two stage design: (a) an offline stage where it pre-computes the best configuration choice for each (stationary) network state (§3.2), and (b) and an online stage, where during a session, it detects changes in network state and applies the pre-computed best configuration for the current (stationary) state (§3.3). Oboe can also accommodate publisher specifications such as session type (live vs. video-on-demand, time-to-live requirements), bitrate levels or any explicit QoE tradeoffs (e.g., preference between rebuffering and average bitrate) (§3.2), by using these to influence the selection of the best configuration for each (stationary) network state in the offline stage.

3.1 Representing Network State
Most ABR algorithms today adapt bitrates based on the throughput (more precisely, goodput) achieved by recently downloaded chunks. This perceived throughput already accounts for network delays and loss-rates, as well as the dynamics of the underlying transport protocol.

The network throughput along a path is not necessarily a stationary process [17, 35, 38, 52, 60]: flows at the bottleneck along a path may change over time resulting in changes to available throughput, or the bottleneck itself may shift [35]. An analysis of the throughput traces used in our evaluations (§4) confirms the lack of stationarity when applied to the entire trace. We analyze throughput traces using the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF [26]) test, a hypothesis test to check for stationarity in a time series. Our evaluations on a dataset of 15,000 video streaming throughput traces show that 59.5% were non-stationary (see §4.2 for details of the dataset), implying the presence of distinct mean and/or variance in different segments of the traces.

However, prior work [17, 35, 38, 52, 60] shows that TCP connection throughput can be modeled as a piecewise stationary process; the connection consists of multiple non-overlapping segments where each segment is stationary and often lasts for tens of seconds or minutes (e.g., Figure 8). Moreover, Zhang et al. [60] show that the throughput in each segment may be modeled as an i.i.d. process.

Motivated by these observations, Oboe defines network state \( s \) by a tuple \(<\mu_s, \sigma_s>\), where \( \mu_s \) is the mean and \( \sigma_s \) the standard deviation of the client-perceived throughput in a (stationary) segment of the underlying TCP connection.

3.2 Offline Mapping of Network States
To map network states to their optimal ABR configurations, Oboe uses a pipeline (Figure 3) consisting of three components – the ConfigEvaluator, the VirtualPlayer and the ConfigSelector. The ConfigEvaluator takes a stationary throughput trace as input, which represents a particular network state, and drives the exploration of different ABR configurations over this trace. It does so by using the VirtualPlayer which models the dynamics of an actual video player. The VirtualPlayer interfaces with the ABR algorithm implementation and outputs the performance of different configurations of the ABR. Finally, the ConfigSelector compares the performance of different configurations and builds a ConfigMap, which maps a given network state to the best configuration.
Generating throughput traces for ConfigEvaluator. To explore configuration space of an ABR algorithm on each network state \(s\), ConfigEvaluator needs a stationary throughput trace to represent \(s\). To generate such a trace, we explored two different approaches. In one approach, we extracted stationary segments from real traces using offline change point detection ([10], described in §3.3). Change points capture points where the distribution changes. However, because we are not guaranteed coverage (i.e., not all states might be observable in real traces), we also explored a second approach which involved generating a synthetic trace for each \(s\) with \(s\)'s mean and standard deviation, assuming a Gaussian distribution for the throughput samples. This was motivated by Dinda et al. [38] who showed that the throughput of TCP flows of the same size in a given stationary segment may be modeled as a Gaussian distribution (also see §3.1). More recent work also shows that TCP throughput is well modeled as a Markov process, each of whose states may be modeled as a Gaussian distribution [49]. We found that Oboe with synthetic traces performs comparably to stationary segments from real traces. So, ConfigEvaluator uses synthetic traces.

Specifically, ConfigEvaluator quantizes both mean and standard deviation of throughput using a quantum (in our experiments, of 50 Kbps), resulting in states (in our experiments, 10,000), spread over a two dimensional space (in our experiments, 0.05-10 Mbps) of throughput and standard deviation. For each state, we generate a synthetic stationary trace. We found that the benefits of finer quantization are marginal.

Estimating ABR performance with VirtualPlayer and publisher specifications. Oboe uses VirtualPlayer, a trace-based simulator that mimics the behavior of an actual video player without downloading or rendering actual videos. It takes as input a throughput trace and outputs the QoE performance metrics of a video session for a specified ABR algorithm. We have validated VirtualPlayer in §4.7. In designing VirtualPlayer, we have decoupled ABR logic (Figure 3), so the same implementation of the ABR logic can be used in Oboe’s offline and online stage. Further, this design provides an interface to the ABR designer through which they can easily integrate their ABR algorithm with Oboe without having to know about Oboe’s internals.

The VirtualPlayer also takes into account publisher specifications for bitrate levels, player buffer sizes (determined by time-to-live requirements) and chunk size. These specifications are used by VirtualPlayer when it executes ABR algorithms on the input traces, ensuring that the resulting ConfigMap meets the publisher specifications. Finally, Oboe also allows the publisher to optionally express an explicit QoE tradeoff such as maintaining the buffering under a desired threshold \(x\%). Oboe derives a ConfigMap that meets the rebuffering threshold in a best effort manner. We evaluate the efficacy of this flexibility in §4.7.

Building the ConfigMap using ConfigSelector. To build the ConfigMap, the ConfigEvaluator drives the exploration of different configurations for an ABR algorithm. For a given network state \(s\), ConfigEvaluator sweeps through possible configurations of the ABR algorithm using the VirtualPlayer. For example, the \(\beta\) parameter in HYB can take values from 0 to 1, so ConfigEvaluator plays the trace for state \(s\) for multiple values of \(\beta\) (quantized for efficiency, see below) in this range.

For each parameter value \(c_i\), VirtualPlayer outputs a performance vector \(V_i = <v_1, v_2, \ldots v_m>\) where each \(v_k\) corresponds to the values achieved by \(c_i\) for a QoE metric (e.g., bitrate, rebuffering ratio, and more generally join time and frequency of switching bitrates [23]). This set of performance vectors with the corresponding parameter values are then sent to ConfigSelector for picking the best configuration.

ConfigSelector takes the set of performance vectors and determines the best configuration from them using vector dominance. A configuration \(c_i\) is said to dominate \(c_j\) if \(V_i\) element-wise dominates \(V_j\) (i.e., each element of \(V_i\) is better than or equal to the corresponding element of \(V_j\)). This step also takes into account any rebuffering tolerance, and ConfigSelector applies this tolerance to select the maximal performance vector. Deferring the selection of the maximal vector for a given rebuffering tolerance to this stage (instead of filtering vectors in the previous step) is beneficial: it minimizes recomputation by allowing Oboe to quickly compute a new maximal vector if the publisher changes the rebuffering tolerance. At the end of this stage, Oboe obtains the ConfigMap, a complete mapping of each network state to its corresponding optimal ABR configuration.

Two optimizations can be used to quicken the rate of exploration of the ConfigEvaluator. The first is to quantize the parameter sweep, so that configurations are evaluated at a coarser granularity. This trades off some performance for lower computational complexity. The second optimization is based on the observation that there is generally a monotonic relationship between parameter values and the performance. For instance, for HYB (§2.1), the rebuffering ratio and average bitrate are monotonically non-decreasing with the parameter \(\beta\). Based on this observation, we can instead use an \(O(\log n)\) binary search of the configuration space instead of doing a full \(O(n)\) sweep of all configurations.

3.3 Online ABR Tuning

Oboe uses the ConfigMap generated offline, and live throughput measurements from the video player to dynamically change ABR configurations during a video playback. It does this by using an online change point detection algorithm [14]. This algorithm identifies, in an online fashion, if the distribution of the throughput samples has changed significantly, signaling a state transition. When a change point is detected, the algorithm also provides the new state
s’s mean and standard deviation. Oboe’s ChangeDetector (Figure 4) implements the change point detection algorithm, and the ReconfEngine is responsible for updating the ABR configuration based on a new network state and the ConfigMap.

**Change point detection algorithms.** Such algorithms analyze a time series and check if there are regions in the time series where the underlying distribution of the data changes to a different set of parameters. Offline change-point methods require the full time series to be available, whereas online methods work with a continuous stream of samples as they become available. We focus on online methods, since Oboe identifies change points for an in-progress session and dynamically changes configurations.

While several techniques exist for change point detection [22, 33, 36, 44, 54, 58], we focus on probabilistic methods [14, 18, 24, 57]. Further, we use a Bayesian online probabilistic change-point detector [14] for two reasons. First, in [14], a sequence of observations can be partitioned into non-overlapping states such that the observations are i.i.d. conditioned on a given network state s. This view aligns well with the way we have defined a network state (§3.1). Further, the algorithm is fast and requires no prior knowledge about the data stream, matching our scenario. We use the implementation provided in [10] and integrate it with the ChangeDetector.

**Detecting changes in network state.** During a video session, ChangeDetector is continually fed with a series of observations of the network throughput, which it uses to detect state changes. ChangeDetector calculates throughput and standard deviation by only considering those samples which belong to the current state. To generate inputs to ChangeDetector, one approach is to use each downloaded chunk to obtain a single throughput sample. However, this may be too coarse-grained, and prevent detection of changes in network state that occur during the chunk download. Instead, we use fine-grained samples recorded at periodic intervals (tens of milliseconds) during the download of each chunk. Players such as Dash.js already periodically log intermediate throughput samples during a chunk download, so obtaining these samples does not incur any additional overhead. We only need to modify players to report these samples to Oboe. The set of samples are provided to ChangeDetector after the chunk download, and any change in state is only detected at the end of the chunk download. This is acceptable since any action that can be taken by the ABR algorithm (such as a bit rate switch) only impacts subsequent chunks. In the rarer case that an ABR algorithm abandons the download of a chunk that takes too long, the report is sent when the chunk download is abandoned. §4.8 evaluates the overheads of ChangeDetector.

An alternative approach to changing configurations is to use an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the mean and standard deviation of throughput samples and to lookup the corresponding configuration. We experimented with such an approach and found its performance unsatisfactory. The approach can result in continual and unnecessary reconfigurations, since throughput may vary across samples even when the network is (statistically) stationary. Damping these changes can result in slow reaction times when a reconfiguration is actually beneficial. In contrast, Oboe (i) models the underlying TCP connection as a sequence of states; (ii) does not make changes to the configuration within a given network state; and (iii) only reconfigures when a state change is observed.

**Reconfiguring ABR Algorithm.** When a change in the network state is detected, the ChangeDetector signals the change and the new network state s to the ReconfEngine. The ReconfEngine then searches a neighborhood of radius r in the ConfigMap to select the configuration to use for state s. Specifically, if state s is a point in a 2-dimensional space of average throughput and standard deviation of throughput, then it picks the most conservative ABR configuration within a search radius r around s. It does this for two reasons. First, because Oboe quantizes the network states, it might not have precomputed the best configuration for s. Second, the estimated new network state s may have some error, for example, due to inefficiencies in the client download stack [27]. Given these sources of uncertainty, Oboe chooses to be safe in its selection of the best configuration for s. Finally, ReconfEngine configures the ABR algorithm, and the reconfigured ABR algorithm is ready to compute the bitrate decision to be used for the next chunk at this point.

**4 EVALUATION**

In this section, we demonstrate Oboe’s ability to auto-tune three existing algorithms: RobustMPC, BOLA and HYB. We also compare an Oboe-tuned RobustMPC to Pensieve [39].

**4.1 Metrics**

The performance of a video session depends on multiple factors. Average bitrate and rebuffering ratio were found to have the most impact on user quality of experience [23], though other factors such as changes in bitrates during a session can play a role [23]. There is no consensus on how to best capture a user’s QoE. Consequently, ABR algorithms today are designed to optimize different metrics. For instance, HYB
and BOLA primarily maximize average bitrate subject to low rebuffering. In contrast, other algorithms [39, 59] have been designed to optimize a QoE metric which is a linear combination of bitrate, rebuffering and bitrate changes (smoothness).

With Oboe, our primary evaluation goal is to demonstrate the extent to which it can improve the underlying metrics that an ABR algorithm is designed for. Thus, our evaluations with BOLA and HYB focus on average bitrate and rebuffering, while those with MPC+Oboe focus on the linear combination of QoE (which we refer to as QoE-lin, [59]), defined as follows. For a video with $N$ chunks, let $R_i$ be the bitrate chosen for chunk $i$. Then, the magnitude of bitrate changes $M$ may be defined as $M = \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} |R_{i+1} - R_i|$. If the session experiences a total of $T$ seconds of rebuffering, then, 

$$QoE-lin(p, c) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} (R_i - pT - c) * M,$$

where $p$ and $c$ represent scaling penalties applied to rebuffering and changes in the session. This function may be viewed as the session QoE averaged over the number of chunks. For our videos that had a maximum bitrate of 4.3 Mbps, we use $p = 4.3$ and $c = 1$ as our default parameters (following previous work that set default rebuffering penalty equal to the maximum bitrate value [39, 59]).

Even when an algorithm optimizes a metric such as QoE-lin, it is important to understand the distributions of underlying factors. The underlying factors represent concrete application performance that publishers understand how to reason about. Moreover, a unified metric like QoE-lin can obscure important differences. For example, two sessions may have the same QoE-lin but different performance in underlying metrics, leading to varied user experience. So, we also present graphs of these metrics.

4.2 Methodology

Implementation. For RobustMPC, we used the implementation available at [11]. Our implementation of BOLA [bola] is from the Dash.js player. The implementation of HYB is a variant of the algorithm used in a large-scale deployment. These ABR algorithms and Oboe’s online stage (change point detection and ABR reconfiguration) run on the server in our experiments. Our client runs the Dash.js video player (version 1.2), a reference player implemented in JavaScript by the MPEG-DASH forum [7]. We modified Dash.js to send client player state information (e.g. buffer length, video play state and throughput measurements) to Oboe (§5). This player runs on the Google Chrome browser (version 61) in our experiments. In §5, we show that Oboe can also be run as a cloud service.

Testbed setup. Our evaluations measure ABR performance by delivering a video stream (the “EnvivioDash3” video from the MPEG-DASH reference videos [12]) from a video hosting server to a client, while varying network conditions using throughput traces from real user sessions. We use bitrates $\{300, 750, 1200, 1850, 2850, 4300\}$ kbps with a 4 second chunk duration and total length of 192 seconds. We focus on this video as it has been used in prior work [39], and we do not consider videos of longer duration because we only have throughput traces available for a video publisher that serves short music videos (as we discuss below). The video is hosted on an Apache server. Both the server and client software run on the same 8-core, 4 Ghz, Intel i7 commodity desktop with 12 GB RAM running Ubuntu 16.04. Between server and client, we emulate different network conditions using the Chrome DevTools API [9]. This allows us to control the upload/download throughput as well as latency using the Chrome Remote Interface based on throughput traces [5]. We use 571 throughput traces$^1$ from our dataset (discussed below) for this emulation. All our testbed experiments use a client buffer of 2 minutes.

Datasets. We use throughput traces from real user sessions collected over a three month period. Each trace contains the individual chunk sizes and their download times for on-demand video sessions from a publisher that serves short (4-6 minute) music videos. We derive throughput by dividing the chunk sizes by their download durations. The traces contain sessions that used desktops with wired connections and also sessions on mobile devices using WiFi or cellular connections. Like previous work [39, 59], we primarily focus on traces that have less than 6 Mbps average throughput, since this is the regime where bitrate switching decisions are likely to have QoE impact. We filtered out traces which were too short for playing our entire 192 second video, after which we obtained 5K traces from wired desktops and 4K sessions from WiFi or 3G/4G mobile devices. Our testbed experiments use a subset of 571 traces with roughly the same number of traces sampled from each of desktop and mobile clients.

VirtualPlayer setup. Recall that Oboe uses the VirtualPlayer to obtain a ConfigMap for any ABR algorithm. Since the majority of our results use an actual testbed with the Dash.js player, the benefits of Oboe in our evaluation results already arise despite any inaccuracies in building the ConfigMap on account of using the VirtualPlayer. That said, we have also verified that the VirtualPlayer does a good job.

---

$^1$Available at https://github.com/USC-NSL/Oboe
of tracking the performance of the actual ABR algorithms. For instance, Figure 5(a) and 5(b) demonstrates this for the HYB algorithm. The figures show the correlation for the average bitrate and rebuffering ratio for 100 throughput traces randomly sampled from our dataset using HYB on the VirtualPlayer compared to using an actual Dash.js player. For both metrics, the graph closely tracks the \( y = x \) line indicating close correlation. Given these close correlations, we use the VirtualPlayer in §4.7 to explore Oboe’s performance over a larger range of diverse settings and our entire set of traces.

4.3 Oboe with RobustMPC

We now demonstrate that Oboe can be used to auto-tune RobustMPC, the best performing variant of the MPC algorithms. The resulting MPC+Oboe uses the best value of the discount parameter \( d \) corresponding to the current network state, replacing RobustMPC’s online adaptation based on throughput estimates obtained over the past 5 chunks (§2).

Figure 6(a) shows the CDF of the percentage improvement in \( \text{QoE-lin} \) of MPC+Oboe over RobustMPC.\(^4\) MPC+Oboe improves \( \text{QoE-lin} \) for 71% of sessions, with an overall average \( \text{QoE-lin} \) improvement of 17.62% across all sessions. In particular, for 19% of the sessions, \( \text{QoE-lin} \) improves by more than 20%. For the sessions MPC+Oboe is unable to improve RobustMPC, its performance degradation is mostly under 8%. Figures 6(b), 6(c) and 6(d) show the constituent QoE metrics. While MPC+Oboe achieves distributionally similar bitrates as RobustMPC as shown in 6(b), it significantly reduces rebuffering across sessions; the number of sessions with rebuffering reduces from 33.2% to 5.3%. Further, it also achieves better playback smoothness by improving the median per chunk change magnitude by 38% (Figure 6(d)). Finally, Figure 7 shows the CDF of \( \text{QoE-lin} \) for MPC+Oboe and RobustMPC, and indicates MPC+Oboe distributionally performs better.

Figure 8 illustrates, using a single session, why MPC+Oboe performs better than RobustMPC. The top graph shows throughput as a function of time, which includes an initial stable state followed by a drop in throughput. The middle graph shows how the discount factor \( d \) of both RobustMPC, and MPC+Oboe vary (the predicted throughput for each system is reduced by a factor of \( 1 \frac{1}{1+d} \), where \( d \) is shown on the y-axis). During the initial stable state, when prediction errors are low, RobustMPC steadily lowers its discount factor leading to more aggressive bitrate selections (not shown). This results in a rebuffering event 44 seconds into the session (lowest graph shows buffer occupancy with 0 indicating a rebuffering event). In contrast, MPC+Oboe does not incur a rebuffering event and maintains a fixed \( d \) during the initial stable state. At 29 sec, it detects a change in the network state and adapts its discount factor, leading to more conservative bitrate selections.

4.4 Oboe vs. Pensieve

Pensieve [39] uses deep reinforcement learning [41, 42], a combination of deep learning with reinforcement learning [50], and has been shown to outperform existing ABRs, including RobustMPC [39] in some settings. Since

\(^4\)The increase in \( \text{QoE-lin} \) over RobustMPC relative to the absolute \( \text{QoE-lin} \) value of RobustMPC expressed as a percentage.
MPC+Oboe outperforms RobustMPC as well, we explore how MPC+Oboe performs relative to Pensieve. Our experiments use the Pensieve implementation provided by the authors [11].

**Pensieve Re-Training and Validation.** Before evaluating Pensieve on our dataset, we retrain Pensieve using the source code on the trace dataset provided by the Pensieve authors [11]. This helps us validate our retraining given that deep reinforcement learning results are not easy to reproduce [29].

We experimented with five different initial entropy weights in the author suggested range of 1 to 5, and linearly reduced their values in a gradual fashion using plateaus, with five different decrease rates until the entropy weight eventually reached 0.1. This rate scheduler follows best-practice [55]. From the trained set of models, we then selected the best performing model (an initial entropy weight of 1 reduced every 800 iterations until it reaches 0.1 over 100K iterations) and compared its performance to the pre-trained Pensieve model provided by the authors. Figure 10 shows CDFs of QoE-lin for the pretrained (Original) model and the model trained by us (Retrained). The performance distribution of the two models are almost identical over the test traces provided by the Pensieve authors, thereby validating our retraining methodology.

Having validated our retraining methodology, we trained Pensieve on our dataset with the same complete strategy described above. For this, we pick 1600 traces randomly from our dataset with average throughput in the 0-6 Mbps range. The number of training traces, the number of iterations per trace, and the range of throughput are similar to [39]. We then compare Pensieve and MPC+Oboe over a separate test set of traces also in the range of 0-6 Mbps (§4.2).

**Comparison with Pensieve.** Figure 9(a) shows the CDF of the percentage improvement in QoE-lin for MPC+Oboe over Pensieve. MPC+Oboe outperforms Pensieve for 81% of the sessions, with a QoE-lin improvement of 23.9% in average across all sessions. 25% of the sessions achieve more than 20% QoE-lin improvement. For the sessions MPC+Oboe is unable to improve over Pensieve, the performance difference is mostly less than 5%. Figures 9(b), 9(c) and 9(d) show that MPC+Oboe distributionally outperforms Pensieve with respect to all underlying metrics. It reduces the number of sessions with rebuffering from 10.7% to 5.3%, reduces the median per chunk change magnitude by 43.9%, and improves median and 95th percentile average bitrate by 2.6% and 4.7% respectively. Finally, Figure 11 shows the CDF of QoE-lin for MPC+Oboe and Pensieve, and indicates MPC+Oboe performs distributionally better.

**Analyzing Pensieve performance.** To understand where these performance improvements were coming from, we examined the relative performance of these two schemes in the 0-3 Mbps range (i.e., traces having an average throughput between 0-3 Mbps). In this more constrained range of network conditions, we found that MPC+Oboe achieves bigger gains over Pensieve (average QoE-lin improvement in 0-3 Mbps is 46.23%). We hypothesize that this performance difference stems from the fact that Pensieve builds a single model which does not specialize to different throughput ranges.

To test this, we trained a separate Pensieve model only with traces that have an average throughput between 0-3 Mbps range and compared it with MPC+Oboe. Figure 12 shows the per session QoE-lin improvement of MPC+Oboe compared to Pensieve models trained for 0-3 Mbps (which we refer to as Pens-Specialized) and for 0-6 Mbps. The median QoE-lin improvement with MPC+Oboe over Pens-Specialized is 10.49%, while the median improvement over
Pensieve is 19.9%. This indicates specializing the model does improve Pensieve’s performance.

Thus, Pensieve’s model is as yet unable to create specialized versions of itself based on the session characteristics. By contrast, Oboe specializes parameters for every network state and therefore performs better. We have also validated Pensieve’s inability to specialize in several other ways: building a model for the 3-6 Mbps and showing that it performs better with test data in that range compared to a 0-6 Mbps model; checking that a 0-6 Mbps model performs better for data in that range compared to a 0-100 Mbps model; and ensuring that these results hold even when the training set is doubled. It is hard to pinpoint exactly why Pensieve is unable to learn to be more conservative in the 0-3 Mbps range; deep neural network models remain a black box despite efforts by the machine learning community to make these models more transparent [45], and obtaining such understanding may need further advances in interpretable deep learning models.

A model selector with Pensieve. One way to improve Pensieve’s specialization might be to train different models for different throughput ranges and use the model more suited to the network conditions. To test the efficacy of this approach, we used two models (specialized for 0-3 Mbps and 3-6 Mbps), and tried two different model selectors. Pens-SelMultiple switches models throughout the session, using the average throughput of the past 5 chunks. Pens-SelOnce starts with the 0-6 Mbps model, selects either the 0-3 Mbps or 3-6 Mbps model based on the average throughput of the first 5 initial chunks, and does not switch thereafter.

Figure 13 shows CDFs of per-session QoE-lin improvement of MPC+Oboe over these selectors. MPC+Oboe is able to outperform both Pens-SelMultiple and Pens-SelOnce, with average QoE-lin improvements of 14.2% and 24.32% respectively. Even though one of the model selection schemes offers some improvements over the 0-6 Mbps Pensieve model, the benefits are modest. We hypothesize that this behavior is due to the dynamic selection of distinct Pensieve models, which can interfere with reinforcement learning’s decision choices, since, during training, the reinforcement learning algorithm assumes there is no such third party intervention.

4.5 Oboe with other ABR Algorithms

Oboe can also improve other existing ABR algorithms such as BOLA and HYB, which are designed to maximize average bitrate while minimizing rebuffering.

**BOLA.** BOLA+Oboe tunes $\gamma$ ($\S2$), which determines how much the algorithm strives to avoid rebuffering. BOLA, as implemented in Dash.js, uses a fixed default value of $\gamma = -10.28$. Figure 14(a) and 14(b) show CDFs of per session performance improvement over BOLA with respect to average bitrate and rebuffering ratio. BOLA+Oboe maintains the rebuffering ratio of BOLA while improving average bitrates for more than 83% of sessions with an overall increase of 7.2% in average across all sessions. For sessions where BOLA+Oboe does not outperform BOLA, its degradation is less than 3.1%.

**HYB.** The performance of HYB is sensitive to the choice of $\beta$ parameter, which HYB+Oboe tunes. In production, HYB uses $\beta = 0.25$, determined using A/B tests in a large-scale deployment. Figure 14(c) and 14(d) show CDFs of per session performance improvement of average bitrate and rebuffering ratio over HYB. As with BOLA, HYB+Oboe maintains similar rebuffering ratios as shown in 14(d), but improves bitrates for 98% of sessions with an overall average bitrate improvement of 8.32% in average across all sessions.

4.6 Sensitivity experiments

**Alternative throughput traces.** To understand how Oboe works on throughput datasets beyond those discussed in §4.2, we evaluated Oboe on two other datasets, FCC [8] and HSDPA [46] that have been used in recent work [39, 59]. FCC is a broadband dataset, while HSDPA contains throughput traces collected from video streaming sessions over 3G networks in Norway using mobile devices. Our comparisons use the traces and a Pensieve model pre-trained for those traces available at [11]. We focus our evaluations on MPC+Oboe and Pensieve, given that Pensieve has been shown to outperform existing ABR schemes including RobustMPC on...
these traces. Our results show that MPC+Oboe continues to perform better than RobustMPC on these traces. Further, relative to Pensieve, MPC+Oboe improves $QoE_{\text{lin}}$ by an average of 6.94% across the FCC dataset and 10.92% across the HSDPA dataset. These improvements are more modest than those in Figure 9(a). The vast majority of traces in the FCC and HSDPA set have an average throughput under 3 Mbps (over 95% for FCC and 98% for HSDPA). The results corroborate Figure 12 which indicates that MPC+Oboe provides more modest gains over Pensieve when the latter is trained and evaluated on datasets with a narrow throughput range. MPC+Oboe provides larger gains in settings like the traces discussed in §4.2, where only 41% traces are under 3 Mbps and 59% are in the 3-6 Mbps range.

**Alternative throughput prediction methods.** Our experiments with RobustMPC rely on throughput prediction based on the harmonic mean of prior throughput samples (following earlier work [39, 59]), with Oboe tuning the configuration to compensate for prediction errors. We next consider if Oboe’s benefits hold if RobustMPC were to have more accurate throughput predictions, potentially by using alternate prediction methods [49]. Rather than using a specific prediction technique, we consider an ideal (and unachievable) approach that we denote as Ideal(T), which can exactly predict the average throughput over the next T seconds. Our experiments were conducted in simulation, using the VirtualPlayer, and the testbed experiment traces (§4.2).

Figure 15 shows the average $QoE_{\text{lin}}$ across the traces for RobustMPC and MPC+Oboe using both the default harmonic mean approach and Ideal(T) for different values of T. Although RobustMPC performs better with an ideal predictor, Oboe still provides benefits, achieving an average improvement in $QoE_{\text{lin}}$ of 6.34% for Ideal(5) and of 1.8% for Ideal(10), compared to a 16.1% improvement with the harmonic mean estimator. While the magnitude of benefits is smaller with the ideal prediction approach, in practice Oboe will likely result in larger benefits, since even more sophisticated schemes [49] cannot achieve the ideal predictions, and the errors are likely to grow with larger T.

Oboe can improve performance over RobustMPC even when an Ideal(T) prediction method is used for two reasons. First, T may not match the duration of chunk downloads with RobustMPC, which depends on the exact sequence of bitrates chosen during the look-ahead window. The duration is not known a priori, since RobustMPC itself determines the bitrates based on a provided prediction. Second, the decisions made by RobustMPC are over a small look-ahead window, which may not guarantee optimality over the entire session duration.

### 4.7 Oboe Across Various Settings

In §4.5 we have shown that Oboe outperforms other ABR algorithms when compared to their default configurations. We now explore, for HYB, whether Oboe outperforms all parameter settings of HYB and whether it can tune ABRs based on content type and publisher specifications. For these experiments, we use the VirtualPlayer described in §3.2.

**Comparison against all fixed configurations.** To explore different fixed configurations, we run HYB with 10 different fixed $\beta$s and compare with HYB+Oboe. We summarize the performance for each configuration by considering the (i) median of the average bitrate and the (ii) 90th percentile of the rebuffering ratio across test traces. In this experiment, we also consider an Oracle which is the best fixed configuration for each throughput trace with respect to two metrics that HYB tries to optimize.

Figure 16(a) and 16(b) compare HYB, HYB+Oboe and Oracle over desktop, and mobile traces respectively. While Oracle and HYB+Oboe are depicted as single dots since their performance is uniquely determined, we present a frontier for HYB that shows its performance for different fixed configuration. Figure 16(a) shows that HYB+Oboe outperforms HYB in the sense that there is no fixed configuration for HYB that does better than HYB+Oboe performance. HYB+Oboe improves the average bitrates of the median session by 3.2%, while achieving similar rebuffering ratio. Alternately, it reduces the 90th percentile rebuffering ratio from 1.9% to 0%, while maintaining similar bitrates. A similar result holds for mobile traces (Figure 16(b)). Thus, even if publishers were to find the best fixed parameter choice for HYB, Oboe would outperform that choice because it dynamically adapts the parameters.

**Comparison under different publisher specifications.** Our results so far are for a VoD (video on demand) setting with a maximum buffer size of 2 minutes. Figure 16(c)
depicts performance for *live video* (which uses a maximum buffer size of 20 seconds to mimic live settings). HYB+Oboe outperforms HYB for this setting, though we note that the bitrate of both approaches degrades relative to the VoD setting since the baseline HYB switches to higher bitrates more conservatively owing to the smaller buffer sizes.

Finally, Figure 16(d) depicts performance for higher bitrate levels \(\{1002, 1434, 2738, 3585, 4661, 5886\} \text{ kbps}\) and a chunk size of 5 seconds. Even for these choices, HYB+Oboe outperforms HYB, demonstrating its ability to adapt to different publisher specification.

**Accommodating publisher’s rebuffering tolerance.** Oboe allows the publisher to optionally specify explicit rebuffering preferences (§3). ABR algorithms such as RobustMPC which use the \(\text{QoE-lin}\) function may permit this indirectly by adjusting \(\text{QoE-lin}\) weights (§2.1). Figure 17 shows the effectiveness of these approaches, showing the average of average bitrates, and the fraction of sessions with rebuffering for HYB+Oboe. As the publisher makes its rebuffering preference stricter (from 2%-0%), HYB+Oboe achieves lower rebuffering ratios close to the target rebuffering tolerance. In contrast, Figure 18 shows that RobustMPC is less effective at controlling rebuffering by adjusting its rebuffering penalty when the weight on the rebuffering term is varied between 100 (strictly avoid rebuffering) to 4.3. \(^5\) We find that even with a very high rebuffering penalty of 100, RobustMPC causes rebuffering in 11% of the sessions. This shows the benefit of Oboe’s approach which gives direct control over the underlying metrics.

### 4.8 Oboe Overhead

Computing the ConfigMap incurs a one-time cost, since the map can be reused across all clients once the it is built. Computing the best parameter configuration for one network state takes about 12 seconds on a single core. This task is perfectly parallelizable, so computing 10K network states (§3) will take approximately 3.5 hours to explore with two machines of 48 cores each. We have also analyzed the processing overhead incurred by the ChangeDetector module of Oboe. We measure the time taken by ChangeDetector for every decision cycle across our experiments, and the measurement indicates that the median processing time of ChangeDetector is around 14 ms. Since each decision is made at a chunk boundary and chunks are 4 seconds, ChangeDetector accounts for less than 0.35% overhead.

### 5 DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The offline stage of Oboe can be run on the cloud, but several choices exist for the online stage, ranging from embedding the online stage entirely in the client player, or moving some or all of the online stage to the cloud. In our implementation, Oboe’s components run on the server side. This mimics a cloud implementation, which has the benefits of other cloud software: fast update deployment, device independence, etc. [4]. We leave a detailed comparison of these choices to future work, but explore, in this section, the feasibility of running the online stage on the cloud.

To this end, we have implemented a restricted version of HYB+Oboe on AWS. This limited version of Oboe implements HYB and incorporates tuning based on publisher specifications but not network state. In our implementation, a client player periodically reports player state (such as buffer length and current bitrate) and throughput samples to a Oboe cloud server and receives bitrate decisions in return. For 10 player features and two chunk downloads per second, the communication overhead is 6.4 Kbps, negligibly small compared to the size of video chunks. Figures 19(a) and 19(b) compare the performance of this implementation against a client player running HYB over 20K sessions collected during a two-week pilot deployment. Oboe is comparable in performance to the client side player and even improves bitrate slightly (because it was tuned to this publisher’s specification).

\(^5\)We used a change penalty of 0 for fair comparison.
We expected a cloud implementation would perform worse because of the latency induced by client-server communication. However, we found that most of the bitrate switching decisions occur on timescales much longer than the client-server latencies. Figure 20 shows the CDF of the time interval between consecutive bitrate switches for ABR algorithms in two widely used video players (Adobe’s Flash [3] and Microsoft Smooth Streaming [1]). The figure shows that over 95% of switching decisions occur at intervals higher than 1 second for both players. This suggests that a cloud-based deployment is viable.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Performance improvements for all sessions. As our results (e.g., Figure 6(a)) show, Oboe improves the performance for most but not all sessions relative to the ABR algorithm it tunes. For instance, after inspecting the results in §4.3, we have found that MPC+Oboe typically improves performance relative to RobustMPC by reducing rebuffering and/or the magnitude of bitrate changes, but at the expense of slightly lower bitrates. The resulting QoE-lin is improved for most sessions, indicating Oboe does a good job of properly balancing the various factors, but some sessions see lower QoE-lin. More generally, designing an ABR approach that can optimize the performance of all sessions is a hard problem that needs more research.

Sharing ConfigMap across videos. Oboe need not perform offline precomputation for each individual video, as it can use a single ConfigMap for a class of videos that follow a similar bitrate encoding scheme. Figure 21 shows that two popular video publishers use similar encoding schemes across two thousand videos each. Publisher 1 uses 7 distinct bitrate levels, and the coefficient of variance across bitrates within each level is only 0.13, while Publisher2, uses 10 distinct bitrate levels, and the coefficient of variance across bitrates within each level is only 0.067. This indicates the potential to share a single ConfigMap across videos.

Generality of Oboe. While we have shown that Oboe can tune a variety of configuration parameters across several ABR algorithms, whether Oboe can tune all algorithms and all parameters is an open question. It is unclear if Oboe can directly augment Pensieve, since a model learned by reinforcement learning may not interact well with intermediaries such as Oboe. However, combining the benefits of Oboe and Pensieve in other ways is an interesting avenue for future work.

7 RELATED WORK

Tuning ABR Algorithm Configurations. The BBA2 algorithm [32] tunes its lower reservoir based on buffer occupancy dynamics, while MPC [59] adapts its throughput discount factor based on past prediction errors (§2). In contrast to such ad-hoc heuristics, Oboe selects configuration parameters based on network state, and publisher specifications. The approach is generically applicable to many ABR algorithms. Newer congestion control protocols like BBR [19] estimate network throughput, which if exposed, could benefit Oboe.

Learning ABR Algorithms. Among ABR algorithms that use reinforcement learning and other machine learning techniques [20, 21, 39, 40, 53], Pensieve [39] has been shown to perform the best. While Pensieve does not specialize to different throughput regimes, Oboe performs better by specializing parameter values for each network state independently.

Other work in self-tuning. Beyond ABR algorithms, self-tuning approaches have been explored in other contexts. Weinstein et al. [56] used simulations to determine TCP parameters for different settings, while Semke et al. [47] proposed tuning TCP socket buffers to ensure high throughput. More generally, Google Vizier [28] performs such black-box tuning as a service. While Vizier can potentially be used to implement the offline phase of Oboe, our work identifies underlying principles (such as the piecewise stationarity of available throughput) that forms the basis for the tuning.

Video QoE. Several researchers have pointed out that sub-optimal ABR performance can significantly impact user-engagement and hence revenue [16, 37]. Others have looked at quality issues that occur when multiple players start to compete for bandwidth [15, 30, 31, 34]. In contrast, Oboe improves the QoE performance of several ABR algorithms across a range of different network conditions by automatically tuning their parameters.

8 CONCLUSION

Oboe is a system for automatically tuning ABR algorithms by adapting ABR configurations in realtime to match the current network state. Picking configurations in a manner informed by network state and publisher preferences distinguishes Oboe’s approach from heuristics used today that do not consider these factors. Oboe significantly improves the performance of BOLA, HYB and RobustMPC; further, for nearly 80% of the sessions in our dataset, Oboe integrated with RobustMPC improves QoE-lin relative to Pensieve and the improvements exceed 20% for 25% of the sessions.
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